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Polycentric City Regions and the Role of Urban Forestry in Reviving the Concept of Landscape Structure Planning
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Abstract: The World is continuing to urbanise at an increasing and some would say alarming rate. Urban expansion is not uniform in all countries however but without a doubt, as cities continue to expand, the 21st century will become the century of the City Region and even the Polycentric City Region. These terms emerged in the latter part of the 20th century, as urbanists strove to get to grips with dealing with the urban expansion of metropolitan areas in an environmentally acceptable way, and the concept of the “sustainable compact city” was advocated. There is now an increasing canon of research however that suggests that such cities do not always generate a high quality of human life, and therefore may not be quite as sustainable or resilient as they were made out to be. In an attempt to address this, the concept of “urban green infrastructure” [UGI], which includes the concept of urban forestry, has been promoted as being central to improving the quality of urban futures. To deliver its full potential however, UFI needs to be incorporated into new thinking around the landscape structure planning of such expanding cities and city regions, to ensure that they provide an acceptable quality of life for their inhabitants. The environmental, economic, social, human health and well-being and cultural benefits that can be promoted by adopting such an approach to resilient landscape structure planning are considerable. Reviving the concept of landscape structure planning would assist in restoring the beneficial relationships that people once had with their landscapes. Human beings have long had a deep, cultural relationship with their landscapes – a relationship which transcends national cultures – but this relationship that has arguably suffered as a result of the industrialisation and post-industrialisation of our planet. This paper will consider the benefits that can be achieved from developing a viable urban forest structure as the backbone of Polycentric City Region Landscape Structure Planning, and will focus upon the Leeds Polycentric City Region in the UK and its emerging Leeds City Region Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy 2017 - 2036 as a case study.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the United Nations (http://www.un.org/esa), only 14% of the world’s human inhabitants lived in urban areas at the turn of the 20th century. As late as 1960, only one-third of the world’s population resided in urban areas, and it wasn’t until 2007 that, for the first time in history, the world hosted more urban dwellers than rural. By 2016, 1.7 billion people, some 23% of the world’s population, lived in a city with at least one million inhabitants, and by 2030, it has been projected that at least 27% of people worldwide will be concentrated in cities of this size [1]. Interestingly, the European Environmental Agency has suggested that 60% of the urban areas that will exist in 2030 have still yet to be built [2].

Much thought will need to be given therefore to exactly what sort of urban areas we should be creating. In many countries, the calibre of the physical growth of towns and cities has led to an element of urban disenchantment setting in, as the reality of such expansion with its excessive air pollution, noise, declining health and well-being and a lack of ‘green’ has failed to live up to the quality of life that was promised. A better quality of life can be found in the greener suburbs, and the fact that the registration of private motor vehicles in Western Europe currently exceeds the registration of births by a ratio of four to one suggests that those people who are able to are opting for better personal transportation to support their new suburban lifestyles [3].

Many cities have responded to this critique by significantly increasing their urban sprawl, which has resulted in cities moving closer together or even merging into one inter-connected city region or a polycentric city region. Although this widespread growth of car-dependant suburban neighbourhoods in many countries could be deemed to be unsustainable and wasteful of energy, as well as creating lengthy commuting between homes and workplaces, many people highly regard the resulting "quality of life". The city of Atlanta, for example, in the USA has been cited by Jack Ward Thomas, an ex-Chief of the US Forest Service, as a classic example. The city doubled its population in the latter part of the 20th century, and was dubbed a “green, liveable city”, but it only achieved this by increasing the land it covered by over 400%. [4].
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THE RATIONALE

The phenomenon of urban sprawl is not limited to the USA however. Similar developments can be found in Eastern Asia, in areas such as the Pearl River Delta and the Yangtze River Delta Regions of China for example [5], and urbanisation has been eating away at the countryside of Europe and many other parts of the world as well. This is partially due to direct building and construction activity of course, but also by the supporting extension of communication infrastructures such as new roads, road widening, new railways, more cell-phone masts, etc. As a result, the influence of urban values is increasing on us all. That said, all countries have a vested interest in maintaining or improving the quality of their urban areas for a whole host of political, social, economic, health and environmental reasons. But what constitutes an urban area? Clearly cities have some circumspection, whether material or symbolic, that separates those of us who belong in the city from those who do not. Once upon a time, this might have been the city wall, but nowadays it is perhaps the growing self-awareness and self-direction of a city or what towards the end of the 20th century Morris called the re-emergence of “the city state” [6].

Europe is in the process of undergoing profound change. Originally this was economically driven, but from a continent of competing countries, Europe has become a continent of competing cities and regions and as cities expand and grow closer together, it is the Polycentric City Region that is now beginning to emerge.

Arguably there is not a stable definition of a Polycentric City Region as different countries have different systems of land use regulation, resulting in different boundary definitions of “the city”. That said, the concept of Polycentric City Regions is included in the European Spatial Development Perspective [7] and a number of common features are beginning to emerge, such as:

- The rapid decentralisation of economic activities
- The fragmentation of the spatial distribution of activities
- Increased mobility as a result
- A multiplicity of travel patterns
- Complex cross-commuting, and
- Changes in household structure and lifestyle.

Not all Polycentric City Regions benefit from being held in high regard by investors or the people who live and work there however, as the environmental quality and the resulting quality of life is not always deemed to be as high as it should be [8]. It is in the interests of such regions therefore to have a creative, viable and resilient approach to the planning, design, construction and management of the expansion of their towns and cities as they merge into Poly-Centric City Regions. The use of the term “Master Planning” has fallen out of favour over recent years, as they have all too often been deemed to be too constractive and unable to respond to rapid change. There is great merit however in re-establishing the concept of Landscape Structure Planning, including the concept of urban forestry, as a flexible means of providing the vision, leadership and coordination required to deliver a quality, resilient environment and resulting quality of health and well-being for the people who live, love, work and recreate in the increasing number of Polycentric City Regions that are emerging across the world.

Change is now the norm, and will be for the foreseeable future. Thus our towns and cities will continue to be subject to constant change and no urban area is likely to be immune from this. Indeed as the 21st century progresses, it is likely that this pace of change will accelerate considerably, and places that once boasted of prosperous, viable economies with a high percentage of employment may slip into decay and physically, commercially or visually decline, whilst other post-industrial areas that are currently deemed to be poor or run-down with high unemployment may well benefit from regeneration or revival. The reasons for this state of affairs are many and varied of course, and paradoxically can have as much to do with the “image” of an area – either real, imagined or invented – as with physical re- or de-generation [9].

Change is inevitable but shaping that change has to be founded upon positive and creative ideas, so as to secure better outcomes for our urban futures. Polycentric City Regions are complex environments, and sometimes do not adhere to national boundaries. They do however exhibit both common and unique features that can influence their success or failure, aspects such as the state of the local economy, city / regional identity, social cohesion and safety, green, blue and grey infrastructures and the subsequent health and well-being of their residents. Just as there is no thing as a static city, there is no such things as a
static Polycentric City Region – they are either on the way up or on the way down.

Urban futures will differ however as urbanism is not uniform in all countries. Although there is still pressure to continue aiming for and developing “sustainable compact cities”, there is a growing canon of research that suggests that there might be a finite size for such cities, and that if this is exceeded, they are perhaps not likely to be as resilient and sustainable as they thought they might be, particularly in terms of human health and well-being [10]. It might be more viable therefore to plan for and include a number of such cities into a Polycentric City Region, a region articulated by a visionary Landscape Structure Plan that deploys the concept of urban forestry to articulate the public realm.

There are some who believe that the term “urban forest” is something of an oxymoron, in that how can you accommodate a forest in a city? However, although the words “forest” and “forestry” are now generally understood to be connected with trees, this used not always to be the case. It can be argued that the word “forest” stems from the Latin word “foris”, which means the “out of doors”, and so the urban forest is really the “urban out of doors”, which includes all the urban green space in and around our towns and cities. [11]

For Polycentric City Regions to succeed and flourish in the 21st century, they need to be able to attract and retain the best, the brightest and the most creative of the up-and-coming generations. To achieve this success however, the planning and design of these emerging Polycentric City Regions has to improve. A region where such improvements are being considered - the Leeds City Region, a Polycentric City Region in the north of the UK - will be explored as a case study. The study will specifically illustrate the contributions that urban forestry can make to a Landscape Structure Plan by promoting the public realm of the city region - the usable and special spaces that can be accessed by as many people as possible. Such spaces are the lifeblood of cities, and the contributions that both the macro and micro urban forest can make in articulating these spaces is increasingly being recognised by engaging in “evidence-based design”. This can be defined as an approach to design that blurs the boundaries between research and innovative practice, allowing the credible evidence required to support the promotion of urban forestry as one of the critical key elements of the successful Polycentric City Region of the future to be deployed [12].

CASE STUDY: THE LEEDS CITY REGION

The Leeds City Region sits at the centre of a current UK Government initiative that was initially called the “Northern Powerhouse”, originally conceived to try to close the north – south divide that tends to blight economic investment in the UK (Figure 1). The City Region comprises 10 District Local Government Authorities, covers an area of over 5000 km², has a population of over 3 million people, a £63 billion economic output and is the largest Local Enterprise Partnership [LEP] outside London. Like many towns and cities in the UK however, the City Region deindustrialised long ago, and although it currently has a diverse and service-orientated economy and a larger manufacturing base than many contemporary UK city regions, it badly needs to attract and retain modern knowledge-intensive business services for its future economic success [13].

Figure 1: The Northern Powerhouse and the Leeds City Region.
Thus the Leeds City Region [LCR] has developed a Strategic Economic Plan 2016-2036 [14] which identifies four key priorities:

- **Priority 1 Growing Business**;
- **Priority 2 Skilled People, Better Jobs**;
- **Priority 3 Clean Energy and Environmental Resilience**,
- **Priority 4 Infrastructure for Growth** (Figure 2).

A key element of the Strategic Economic Plan was the development of a Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy 2017-2036 with an accompanying Landscape Structure Plan, to assist in its implementation. This Strategy is a “refreshed” version of the original Green Infrastructure Strategy that was hailed as a “Local Authority Trailblazer” in the UK’s Coalition Government’s Natural Choice White Paper (2011) [15]. The strategy has seven key priorities:

- Effective water management and flood risk reduction;
- The building of green and blue infrastructure into physical development and housing;
- The enhancement of green and blue corridors and networks;
- Heightening community access to and enjoyment of green and blue infrastructure;

---

**Figure 2:** Leeds City Region Strategic Economic Plan - The Priorities.
• The expansion of the urban forest by planting and managing many more trees and woodland;

• Restoring the uplands and managing them sustainably;

• Business growth, jobs, skills and education [16].

The key priority of planting more trees and woodland in and around the City Region is very much based upon the concept of urban forestry – the idea of planting trees in and around the communities where people live, love, work and have their being. This concept is wholly integrated within Priority 3 of the LCR’s Strategic Economic Plan, which together will deliver their collective vision of “good growth”, combining improvements in economic productivity and output, with social inclusion and a quality environment.

More recently, this urban forestry concept has been expanded significantly into developing a proposal for creating a new Northern Forest, which will stretch right across the North of England from the River Mersey in the west to the River Humber in the east, drawing together a number of poly-centric cities with the M62 motorway as its spine. The 25-year plan for the Northern Forest will complement planned investment and the new UK Industrial Strategy, the rationale being based upon the fact that;

• 13 million people live within the area covered by the proposed Forest, and it is projected that this population will increase by 9% over the next 20 years;

• Existing woodland cover of the area is only 6.5% - the EU average is over 30%;

• 1 million companies help the area to generate over £304 billion of GDP, about 18% of England’s GDP;

• Over £75 billion of built infrastructure investment is planned over the next 25 years – the Northern Forest will support this emerging Industrial Strategy;

• 650,000 new homes are planned for the Northern Forest area,

• The area is criss-crossed by transport infrastructure, with key gateways provided by two ports and seven airports.

• Although the estimated cost of £500 million for delivering the Northern Forest poses a significant challenge, the benefit-cost ration has been established as 5:1, the benefits thus far outweighing the costs [17].

Such long-term planning will require a series of larger-than-local Landscape Structure Plans to graphically articulate the vision, and establish the need, the scale, the role, the purpose and the broad locations of the components of the Green and Blue Strategy Plan and the new Northern Forest. Five specific design paradigms have been identified that will generate their own forestry design vocabulary. These are:

• Urban Domains

• Sub-Urban Domains

• Peri-Urban Domains

• Ex-Urban (Commuter) Domains

• Rural Domains

Public perception, attitudes and opinions can vary considerably in each of these domains, based on social, economic and psychological factors such as age, gender, education level, social and economic status, ethno-racial origin, etc.[18,19]. This is partially because the influence of urbanism has spread far out into what were once deemed to be rural areas. One of the reasons for this has been the increased length of commuting that is now experienced by workers in the UK’s city regions, who now have some of the longest commuting journeys in the EU. This is due partially to the lack of suitable accommodation and the resulting high cost of property in the central areas of the city regions, but also because the quality of lifestyle in many urban centres has declined over recent years. Thus the increasing numbers of such ‘ex-urban’ people influences their expectations of the design of new green and blue infrastructure as a result.

The provable benefits of such a green and blue infrastructure, including the urban forest, extend far beyond the intrinsic pleasures of an attractive environment. They include:

• Supporting good mental and physical health by improving the experiential quality of commuting;

• Tackling obesity and diabetes by increasing the quality of footpaths and cycle ways;

• Reducing the frequency and severity of flooding along the City Region rivers;
• Bringing diverse and multi-ethnic communities together;
• Regenerating areas of need;
• Aiding biodiversity and providing a home for wildlife, and
• Acting on climate change and enriching human lives [20].

Fundamentally, the Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy, as articulated by the Landscape Structure Plan, will support a strong and resilient economy. It enables and adds value to new developments, attracts tourism and investment, supports businesses, jobs and training and ensures the resilience of the City Region’s assets.

Such a Landscape Structure Plan also has the opportunity to meld the urban “critical infrastructure” (i.e. energy, food, water, transport, etc) with the emerging “urban green and blue infrastructure” (i.e. ecological security, multi-functional green spaces, the urban forest, resilience, etc.) into a viable “Integrated Infrastructure” (Figure 3). This is the visionary vital backbone of a Landscape Structure Plan, and will help to deliver the poly-centric city region’s vision for “good growth”, which combines improvements in economic activity and output with social inclusion and a quality environment for all communities over the coming years. In developing this scenario, a similar methodology was used as that that had been used in the Telford Green Infrastructure Framework document. Telford was one of the UK’s Third Generation New Towns, and the author worked on the original version of Telford’s Landscape Structure Plan. A survey in 1999 by KPMG on location costs in Europe found Telford to be the most cost-competitive location in Europe to establish and operate manufacturing business, due extensively to the “quality of the environment” in “Telford – the Forest City” [21]. Telford celebrates its 50th Anniversary in 2018.

CONCLUSIONS

It is known that the pace of urbanisation across the world will accelerate as Polycentric City Regions respond to change – changes in their population, in their economies, in their ethnic compositions, in climate change and in their people’s expectations and demands of the towns and cities they inhabit [22]. The planning and design of the urban landscapes of the late 20th and early 21st centuries has all too often not created the quality liveable places that their designers claimed they would, in spite of the high social and design ideals expressed by both politicians and design professionals. Thus urban design, landscape design and urban green infrastructures are at a crossroads in many countries, as the concept of globalism increases apace, post-industrialisation takes hold, the quality of city centre urban life continues to decline and the Polycentric City Region responds accordingly.

A SUCCESSFUL LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE PLAN MELDS A CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND A GREEN / BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE INTO AN “INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURE”

A CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE + A GREEN / BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE

ENERGY A VIABLE ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
FOOD A NETWORK MOSAIC OF MULTI-FUNCTIONAL GREEN SPACE
WATER A VIABLE URBAN / PERI-URBAN FOREST
TRANSPORT CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION / MITIGATION
TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIVEABLE AND RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
PUBLIC SERVICES TRANS-BOUNDARY GOVERNANCE
EMERGENCY SERVICES THE DESIGN / MANAGEMENT CONTINUUM – Management is the tool by which design never ends
HEALTH
FINANCE

= AN INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURE

Figure 3: The Integrated Infrastructure of the Landscape Structure Plan.
Many cities continue to expand, often with standardised, low-quality developments, which encourages those citizens who have the available resources and opportunities to seek safer, greener, more pleasant edge-of-town surroundings to inhabit, where there is an appreciably higher canopy cover of trees and available urban green space. Such peri-urban migration can compromise the resilience of urban areas, but viable landscape structure planning, as an integral part of expanding Polycentric City Regions, has a great opportunity to craft our urban futures, so as to ensure and secure quality outcomes for our urban populations. This requires us therefore to be confident and brave, and to seek to improve the ways in which we invest in our landscape structure planning, our integrated infrastructures and especially our urban forests, to regain the trust of our disenchanted populations, to support the quality regeneration of our failing existing urban communities, and to ensure the creation of viable, resilient new settlements worldwide. It could be argued that those who plant trees are exhibiting a confidence in the future, a confidence that is arguably badly needed at this moment in time.
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